Recorded Future
and Swimlane
Swimlane’s SOAR platform helps organizations manage the growing volume of alerts
more efficiently by automating time-consuming incident response processes. The
solution collects security alert data from any connected security platform and then can
automatically respond using automated workflows and playbooks.

BENEFITS:
• Enables analysts to instantly
reference and use the
enrichment and research data
in the case record

The Swimlane and Recorded Future integration enables the Swimlane SOAR platform to
quickly reference valuable threat intelligence and use it to immediately enrich, remediate and
respond to events and alerts. The integration also makes the Record Future data available in
Swimlane case records saving valuable steps and time when analyst involvement is required.

• Tasks to quickly reference the
available data and support
condition-based
subsequent actions

AUTOMATED INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

• Provide one-off tasks within the
case record to avoid the time
lost working multiple windows,
systems or site

With this integration between Swimlane and Recorded Future, workflows can be utilized to
perform otherwise manual intelligence queries instantly or at the push of a button. This saves
users time on every alert and allows them to respond to other alerts at a faster pace.

RESULTS *
• Identify 22% more security
threats before impact
• Improve response times
by 63%.

Learn more about the business value
Recorded Future brings to clients in our
IDC Report
*

DATA SHEET

FALSE POSITIVES

CENTRALIZED DATA

Many alerts coming from security tools ultimately are determined
to be false positives once they are investigated in depth using
Recorded Future. Analysts are still required to spend valuable time
evaluating these alerts until they have enough supporting data
to indicate it is benign. Many of these lower level and repetitive
false positives can be automatically evaluated and handled using
workflows that eliminate the need for analyst involvement.

In today’s cyber security world, many businesses and SOC’s are
using more than one tool for intelligence and enrichment. With this
integration, all of the data coming back from Recorded Future can
be centralized along with data from your other connected tools.
This allows users to see the bigger picture and saves time going
back and forth between products.
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About Recorded Future

About Swimlane

Recorded Future arms security teams with the only complete threat intelligence solution powered
by patented machine learning to lower risk. Our technology automatically collects and analyzes
information from an unrivaled breadth of sources and provides invaluable context in real time and
packaged for human analysis or integration with security technologies.

Swimlane is the leading independent SOAR solution created by analysts for analysts. It delivers
scalable security solutions to organizations struggling with alert fatigue and analyst burnout.
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